While substantial studies have been achieved on sentiment analysis to date, it is still challenging to explore enough contextual information or specific cues for polarity classification of short text like online product reviews. In this work we explore review clustering and opinion paraphrasing to build multiple cluster-based classifiers for polarity classification of Chinese product reviews under the framework of support vector machines. We apply our approach to two corpora of product reviews in car and mobilephone domains. Our experimental results demonstrate that opinion clustering and paraphrasing are of great value to polarity classification.
Introduction
With the rapid development of social networks over the past years, sentiment analysis of short social media texts has been attracting an ever-increasing amount of attention from the natural language processing community (Hu et al., 2004; Fu et al., 2014; Santos and Gatti, 2014) . While substantial studies have been achieved on sentiment analysis to date (Pang et al., 2002; Hu et al., 2004; Wang and Manning, 2012; Kim et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014; He et al., 2015) , it is still challenging to explore enough contextual information or specific cues for polarity classification of short text like online product reviews (Fu et al., 2014; Santos and Gatti, 2014) . On the one hand, online product reviews are short and thus contain a limited amount of contextual information for sentiment analysis. On the other hand, online product reviews actually consist of opinions about a special product attributes. It is thus very difficult to capture a variety of attribute-specific cues in different product reviews for polarity classification using a single general classifier. Furthermore, lacking large annotated corpora is still a fundamental issue for statistical sentiment analysis.
To address the above problems, in this work we explore review clustering and opinion paraphrasing to build multiple cluster-based classifiers for polarity classification of Chinese product reviews. To this end, we first explore a two-stage hierarchical clustering with multilevel similarity to cluster the training data into a set of opinion clustering and then building a polarity classifier for each review cluster via supported vector machines (SVMs). In addition, we also exploit paraphrase generation to expand product reviews in each cluster to achieve reliable training for the corresponding polarity classifier. Unlike most previous work with one classifier for polarity classification, our method uses multiple cluster-based classifiers to perform polarity classification, in which each classifier is tailored for a specific group of product reviews. At this point, our method actually provides a framework for attribute-based polarity classification and thus facilitate a feasible way to handle more attribute-specific cues for polarity classification. Therefore, we believe that cluster-based classification would be more precise in theory than most previous polarity classification methods with a separate generic classifier. This hypothesis can be further demonstrated by Figure 1 , which presents the entropy of the training data in mobilephone domain before and after clustering.
The rests of the paper proceed as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the literature on sentiment classification. Section 3 describes in details the proposed multiple cluster-based SVM classifiers for polarity classification of Chinese product reviews. Section 4 reports our experimental results on two sets of product reviews. Finally, section 5 concludes our work and discusses some possible directions for future research.
Related Work
Polarity classification is usually formulated as a binary classification problem (Turney, 2002; Pang and Lee, 2008) . Most previous studies employ supervised machine learning methods to perform polarity classification on different linguistic levels such words, phrases, sentences and documents, including naïve Bayes model, support vector machines (SVMs), maximum entropy models (MEMs), conditional random fields (CRFs), fuzzy sets, and so forth (Pang et al., 2002; Pang and Lee, 2008; Fu and Wang, 2010) .
How to explore enough contextual information or specific cues is one important challenge for polarity classification of online product reviews (Fu et al., 2014; Santos and Gatti, 2014) . Actually, online product reviews are short text with a limited amount of contextual information for sentiment analysis. Furthermore, online product reviews actually consist of opinions about a special product attributes. It is thus very difficult to capture a variety of attribute-specific cues in different product reviews for polarity classification using a single general classifier.
Lacking large manually-annotated corpora is one of the major bottlenecks that supervised machine learning methods must face. To avoid this problem, some recent studies exploit bootstrapping or unsupervised techniques (Turney, 2002; Mihalcea et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2009 , Speriosu et al. 2011 , Mehrotra et al. 2012 Volkova et al., 2013) . Unfortunately, unsupervised sentiment classifiers usually yield worse performance compared to the supervised counterparts.
Unlike most existing studies, in this study we attempt to build multiple cluster-based classifiers for polarity classification of Chinese product reviews by exploring review clustering and opinion paraphrasing. We believe that our method can facilitate a feasible way to handle more attribute-specific cues for polarity classification of short product reviews on the web. Furthermore, to alleviate the problem of data sparseness, we further exploit paraphrase generation to expand training corpora for each review cluster. As such, our current study is also relevant to paraphrase recognition and generation. Although a variety of methods, from dictionary-based methods to data-driven methods (Madnani and Dorr, 2010; Zhao et al., 2009) , have been proposed for paraphrasing, here we do not want to look into paraphrasing issues. Instead, here we just employ the opinion element substitution based opinion paraphrase generation method (Fu et al., 2014 ) to achieve enough data for training the proposed cluster-based polarity classifiers.
Our Method
In this section, we develop cluster based techniques to explore attribute-specific features for polarity classification of short product reviews.
Overview
As shown in Figure 2 , our method involves two major processes, namely the SVM modeling process based on review clusters and the polarity classification process with the cluster-based SVM classifiers.
Cluster-based SVM Modeling. As can be seen in Figure 2 , we divide the training process into three main steps: (1) In the review clustering step, we first cluster reviews in the training corpus into a set of clusters C={C 1 , C 2 , …, C n } in terms of product attributes; (2) In order to achieve enough data for reliable modeling for each cluster, in the second step we further expand the training set for each cluster C i (1£i£n) via opinion paraphrase generation and thus obtain sets of expanded training data EC 1 , EC 2 , …, EC n for opinion clusters C 1 , C 2 , …, C n , respectively; (3) We finally employ SVMs to build a classification model M i for each cluster C i ÎC from the relevant expanded training data set EC i . It should be noted that we have a special cluster Cx for all reviews that are out of any cluster in C during review clustering. For convenient, we refer to Cx as miscellaneous cluster and the relevant classification model (viz. Mx) as miscellaneous model. Cluster-based polarity classification. Given a input product review or opinionated sentence, we take four steps to determine its polarity category: To acquire linguistic information for subsequent polarity classification, in the preprocessing module we apply the morpheme-based lexical analyzer (Fu et al., 2008) and the CRFs labeling technique to perform lexical analysis (viz. word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging) and opinion element recognition over the input, respectively. Then, we determine what clusters that the input should belong to in terms of the product attributes it contains. Thirdly, we employ the relevant cluster-based SVM classifiers to perform polarity classification. However, this step may yield different polarity classes for the input with multiple product attributes. So we finally use a polarity conflict resolution module to choose a final polarity for the input via a rule-based voting method.
Product Review Clustering
We cluster product reviews in the training data in terms of product attributes they contain. So the key to this task is how to resolve co-referred product attributes and implicit attributes in product reviews. To approach this, in this work we employ a two-stage hierarchically clustering algorithm with multilevel similarity.
Similarity for explicit attribute clustering
In order to handle different levels of connections between explicit attributes in real product reviews, we consider two similarities, namely the literal similarity based on Jaccard coefficient, the word embedding based semantic similarity.
Literal Similarity. Literal similarity is used to handle the literal linking between co-referred product attributes. Considering that edit distance cannot objectively reflect the real similarity for some co-referred feature expressions like 油耗 you-hao 'fuel consumption' and 耗油 hao-you 'fuel consumption', we exploit Jaccard coefficient in Equation (1) to calculate the literal similarity of two attributes a 1 and a 2.
Where, set(a 1 ) and set(a 2 ) denote the set of characters within a 1 and a 2 , respectively. Semantic Similarity. In addition literal similarity, we also compute semantic similarity for some co-referred attributes without explicit literal connections, such as 像 素 xiang-su 'pixel' and 分辨率 fen-bian-lv 'resolution'. In order to avoid data sparseness, we use word embeddings (Mikolov, et al., 2013) to represent the semantics of product attributes. Given a pair of product attributes a 1 and a 2 , let vec(a 1 ) and vec(a 2 ) be their respective word embeddings. In order to map the cosine value to [0, 1], then their similarity based on word embeddings, denoted by S S (a 1 , a 2 ), can be defined by Equation (2).
Some complicated co-referred attributes may have both literal and semantic connections. To handle this problem, we further combine the above two similarity via linear interpolation and obtain the total similarity of a given explicit attribute pair, as shown in Equation (3). Where, a is the interpolation coefficient.
Similarity for implicit attribute clustering
On the basis of the hypothesis that co-referred attributes tend to be collocated with similar evaluations, we thus exploit evaluation similarity to cluster reviews with implicit attributes. In particular, we consider explanatory evaluations as the context for implicit attributes because compared to non-explanatory evaluations, explanatory evaluations are feature-specific indicators for product attribute clustering (Kim et al., 2013; He et al., 2015) , as illustrated by Table  1 . To extract explanatory evaluations for implicit attribute clustering, we use the explanatory segment labeling technique by (He et al., 2015) .
Definitions Examples
A non-explanatory evaluation only presents the sentiment orientation on a given target without any explanations for the reasons of the sentiment.
这个手 机的 屏幕 还 不错。 'The screen of this handphone is good.'
An explanatory evaluation not only presents the sentiment orientation on a given target but also explains the reasons of the sentiment.
这个手 机的 屏幕 分 辨 率 很 高 。 'The screen resolution of this handphone is very high.' Table 1 . Explanatory vs. non-explanatory evaluations in Chinese product reviews.
Let e 1 and e 2 be the respective explanatory evaluations for two implicit product attributes a 1 and a 2 , Set(e 1 ) and Set(e 2 ) be the respective synsets of the explanatory keywords within e 1 and e 2 , we can then compute their evaluation similarity S IA with Equation (4).
S IA (a 1 ,a 2 )=|Set(e 1 )ÇSet(e 2 )|/|Set(e 1 )ÈSet(e 2 )| (4) Here, we employ tf-itf to extract the explanatory keywords from the explanatory evaluations e 1 and e 2 , and then obtain their respective synsets from the training data for word embeddings via semantic paraphrasing (Bhagat and Hovy, 2013) .
The two-stage clustering algorithm
In this work we use a two-stage hierarchical clustering algorithm to perform review clustering, as shown in Figure 3 . Where, ClusterSimE(C i , C j ) is the average similarity between each pair of explicit attributes from C i and C j , respectively, and ClusterSimI(r i , C j ) is the average evaluation similarity between the evaluation in r i and the evaluation within reviews from C j .
Input:
A set of product reviews R={r 1 , r 2 , …, r n } Output: A set of review clusters C={C 1 , C 2 , …, C k }. 1. Initialization: Separate R into two groups, namely the group R E with explicit attributes and the group R I with implicit attributes. Stage 1: clustering reviews with explicit attributes 2. Let each review r i ÎR E be a cluster C i (1£i£|R E |), and add it to C.
3. For C i ÎC, if $C j that makes ClusterSimE(C i , C j ) be the maximum, and ClusterSimE(C i , C j ) > θ,
4.
then merge clusters C i and C j , and update C.
5. Repeat 2-4 until the number of clusters in C remains unchanged. Stage 2: clustering reviews with implicit attributes 6. For each review r i ÎR I 7.
if $C j ÎC that makes ClusterSimI(r i , C j ) be the maximum,
8.
then add r i into C j .
9. Output C as the review clusters. 
Opinion Paraphrase Generation
As we have mentioned above, the original training corpus will be separated into review clusters during review clustering. Each review cluster contains a group of reviews about a specific product attribute and are further used to training the specific classifier for the corresponding cluster. As a consequence, the dataset for some clusters may be too small for reliable training. To avoid this problem, we expand the review cluster via by paraphrasing each review via opinion element substitution (Fu et al., 2014) , which takes the following two main steps to generate all proper paraphrases for a given review R.
Items Examples
Attribute 价格 'price' Attribute co-references 价|价格|价钱|价位|…
Positive evaluations
Low:合适|适中|实惠|优惠|不高|公道| 比较便宜|有优势|值|… Negative evaluations High:高|太高|真高|偏高|有点高|贵|太 贵|偏贵|有点贵|不合理|有点无语|… Table 2 . An example of equivalent attribute -evaluation pairs from the training data.
(1) Opinion element substitution. We first generate a set of potential paraphrases for R by substituting opinion elements, viz. the attribution and its evaluation in R with their equivalent counterparts extracted from the training corpus (as shown in Table 2 ), and then store them with word lattice. For convenience, here we refer this word lattice as paraphrase word lattice.
(2) n-best paraphrase decoding. The generated paraphrase word lattice actually contains all potential paraphrases, including both proper and improper paraphrases for the input review R. To exclude the improper paraphrase candidates, we further employ bigram language models to decode n-best paths from the paraphrase word lattice, where each path forms a probable paraphrase for R.
Polarity Conflict Resolution
Polarity conflict will arise if the input review sentence receives multiple but different polarity classes after polarity classification. The reason may be due to the fact that an opinionated sentence in product reviews may have more than one attribution. In this case, the system will assign more than one cluster to the input during cluster selection, and further exploit multiple different classifiers to perform polarity classification. As a consequence, an input opinionated sentence may get different polarity categories after polarity classification. In this case, polarity conflicts will arise.
In order to avoid the potential polarity conflicts, we further employ a simple rule-based voting mechanism. Given a review sentence, let K POS and K NEG be the respective total number of positive classes and negative classes produced by the system. Thus, we can determine its final sentiment polarity using the following three rules.
· 
Experimental Results and Analysis
To assess our approach, we have conducted experiments over two corpora of product reviews from car and mobilephone domains, respectively. This section reports our experimental results.
Experiment Setup
Corpora. We use two corpora of product reviews in car and mobilephone domains that are manually annotated with multiple levels of linguistic and sentiment information, including word segmentation, part-of-speech tags, opinion elements and polarity classes. We further separate them into training and test sets, respectively. Sentiment Lexicon. We use a sentiment lexicon in our system that contains a total of about 18K sentiment words built from the CUHK and NTU sentiment lexica 1 and HowNet 2 . Evaluation Metrics. We employ macro average precision/recall/F-score (denoted by P macro , R macro and F macro , respectively) and micro average F-score (denoted by F micro ) to evaluate polarity classification performance.
LibSVM & Features. Considering the focus of our current work, we employ the LibSVM toolkit (Chang and Lin, 2011 ) with a linear kernel and the traditional one-hot feature representation to build our system. Word embeddings learning. To achieve word embeddings based semantic similarity for review clustering, the Google open source tool 3 , viz. word2vec, is used here to learn word embeddings from two larger corpora of car reviews (about 250K reviews) and mobilephone reviews (about 250K reviews). The dimension size is set to 100.
Effects of Different Parameters
As we have mentioned above, our clustering algorithm involves two parameters, viz a and q for optimization. Where, a determines the importance of the two similarity, namely the literal similarity and the semantic similarity, while q determines whether the clustering criteria is lenient or strict. In this work we employ the grid search (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) Table 4 . Effects of the clustering parameters a and q on polarity classification.
To verify the theoretical parameter optimization, we conducted an experiment to examine the effects of a and q on polarity classification. The results are listed in Table 4 .
As can be seen from Table 4 , the experimental results conform to the theoretical optimization. The F-score reach the largest for mobilephone domain when q=0.15 and a=0.8, while the corresponding real best values of q and a are 0.3 and 0.6 for the car domain. Furthermore, it is also observed that larger value of q and smaller value of a is beneficial to polarity classification for mobilephone domain while the trend is reversed for car domain. The reason may be that mobilephone products have less attributes than car products, suggesting a looser clustering standard for mobilephone domain. Moreover, looser standard will result in less number of clusters after review clustering, and in this case literal similarity will contribute more to review clustering. That is why mobilephone review clustering has a larger interpolation coefficient than car review clustering.
In addition to the above two clustering parameters, we have also conducted an experiment to examine the effect of the number of generated paraphrases on polarity classification. The results are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 reveals that the influence of paraphrase generation on polarity classification is changing with the number of generated paraphrases. When the number of generated paraphrases is less than 10, the F-score for polarity classification fluctuates with the number of generated paraphrases. However, when the number exceeds 100, the F-score will consistently rise with the number of generated paraphrases. The reason might be due to the fact that the noise introduced by paraphrase generation may have a relatively greater negative impact on polarity classification in case of the small size of paraphrase generation. 
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the cluster-based method with multi-classifiers from the expanded review clusters (viz. M_SVM+Para), our experiment also involves three baselines for comparison, namely the traditional separate SVM classifier from the original training corpora in Table 1 (viz. S-SVM) or from the expanded original corpora via paraphrase generation (viz. S_SVM+Para), the cluster-based method with multiple SVM classifiers built from the review clusters without paraphrasing (viz. M-SVM). The experimental results are listed in Table 5 and Table 6 Table 6 . Results for the car domain data.
From these results, we have several observations. First, the cluster-based system with paraphrasing yields the best performance for both domains, illustrating the benefits of opinion clustering and paraphrasing to polarity classification. Second, we can observe that the performance degrades when applying the clustering-based method to polarity classification without paraphrase generation. The reason may be due to the fact that the training data become too small for some clusters after review clustering. Finally, using opinion paraphrase generation results in consistent increasing of performance for the two datasets in use, showing in a sense opinion paraphrasing facilitates a effective way to expand training corpora for sentiment analysis.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we present a new opinion cluster based framework that uses multiple cluster-based SVM classifiers to perform polarity classification of short product reviews. The main contributions of this paper are: (1) the idea of jointly using opinion clusters and paraphrases to explore richer contextual information or specific cues in short text for sentiment analysis; (2) the demonstration that opinion clustering and paraphrasing are of great value to polarity classification of short text like online product reviews.
For future work, we intend to exploit a more tailored method to achieve high-quality opinion clustering and paraphrase generation for polarity classification. Furthermore, we also plan to extend our current method to other feature representations like the emerging distributed vector representations or apply our system to other languages like English.
